
Principled design process for writing code

• Algebraic laws guided by the form of data

• 9-step design process

• Recursive functions whose structure follows

from laws

– Explain why function terminates

• Inductive proofs that follow same structure

– Explain why induction is well-founded



Understanding a language: Six key

questions

1. What is the abstract syntax?

2. What are the values?

3. What are the environments?

4. How does evaluation happen?

5. What is the initial basis?

6. What are the types?



Operational semantics

• Precisely describe meaning of programs

– What value does a program evaluate to?

– What side effects are caused in the process?

• Written using inference rules

• Judgment forms capture all relevant information

• Environments track information about variables

• Stores map locations to values



First-class functions

• What they are

• How to use them effectively

• Lambdas create anonymous functions

• Closures

– run-time representation of functions;

– capture environment at closure-definition time

• Continuations capture “the rest of the computation”



Cost Models and Optimizations

• How many cons cells?

• How many activation records?

• Method of accumulating parameters

• Tail calls



ML

• Datatypes

• Pattern matching

• Exceptions



Type Systems: Big Idea

Static vs. Dynamic Typing

• Expressiveness (+ Dynamic)

• Don’t have to worry about types (+ Dynamic)

• Dependent on input (- Dynamic)

• Runtime overhead (- Dynamic)

• Serve as documentation (+ Static)

• Catch errors at compile time (+ Static)

• Used in optimization (+ Static)



Type Systems: Big Idea

• Undecideability forces tradeoff:

– Dynamic or

– Approximate or

– Non-terminating

• Example: array bounds checking

– Occasional negative consequences: e.g.,

Heartbleed



Type Systems: Mechanics

• Monomorphic and Polymorphic Types

• Types, Type Constructors, Quantified Types

(8�:� )

• Kinds (�) classify types:

– well-formed,

– types (*),

– type constructors: �) �

• Type Environments: type identifiers ! kinds

• Typing Rules

– Introduction and Elimination forms

• Type Checking



Hindley-Milner Type Inference: Big Idea

• Inferred vs Declared Types

– Advantages of Inference: write fewer types,

infer more general types.

– Advantages of Declarations: better

documentation, more general type system.

• Canonical example of static analysis:

– Proving properties of programs based only on

text of program.

– Useful for compilers and security analysis.



Hindley-Milner Type Inference: Mechanics

• Use fresh type variables for unknown types

• Generate constraints that collect clues

• Solve constraints just before introducing

quantifiers

• Compromises to preserve decideability:

– Only generalize lets and top-level declarations

– Polymorphic functions aren’t first-class



Object-Oriented Programming: Big Ideas

• “Programming-in-the-medium”

• Advantages and Disadvantages

– Enables code reuse

– Easy to add new kinds of objects

– Hard to add new operations

– Algorithms smeared across many classes

– Hard to know what code is executing

• Good match for GUI programming

• Smalltalk mantra: Everything is an Object

– Can redefine basic operations



Object-Oriented Programming: Mechanics

• Classes and objects

• Computation via sending messages

– special names: self and super

• Blocks to code anonymous functions &

continuations

• Inheritance for implementation reuse

• Subtyping (“duck typing”) for client code reuse

• Subtyping is not Inheritance

• Idioms for information sharing

– by convention private methods for like objects

– Double-dispatch



Module Systems a la SML: Big Ideas

• “Programming-in-the-large”

• Separate implementation from interface

• Enforced modularity

– Swap implementations w/o breaking clients



Module Systems a la SML: Mechanics

• Signatures describe interfaces

– types, values, exceptions, substructures

– include to extend

• Structures provide implementations

• Signature ascription hides structure contents

(Heap :> HEAP)

• Functors

– Functions over structures

– Executed at compile time



Lambda Calculus: Big Ideas

• Three forms:

e ::= x j �x:e j e1e2

• Church-Turing Thesis:

– All computable functions expressable in

lambda calculus

– Data types: booleans, pairs, lists,

naturals

– Recursive functions via fixed points

• Y combinator calculates fixed points:

– Y = �f :(�x:f(x x))(�x:f(x x))



Producing software with integrity

• Software flaws have significant costs

– financial, physical, national-security

• We know how to build better software

• We aren’t building better software

– misaligned incentives, market failures

• Policy interventions might change that

– information disclosure, cyber insurance,

product liability



Programming Experience

• Recursion and higher-order functions are now

second-nature to you.

– You’ll miss pattern matching and algebraic

data types in any language you use that

doesn’t have them!

• C for impcore (imperative language)

• Scheme (dynamically typed functional language)

• ML (statically typed functional language)

• uSmalltalk (dynamically typed OO language)



Built substantial pieces of code

• SAT solver using continuations

• Type checker (ML pattern matching!)

• Type inference system (using constraints,

reading typing rules)

• BigNums (Power of OO abstractions; resulting

challenges)



Where might you go from here?



Haskell

• At the research frontier: Still evolving.

• Lazy:

– Expressions only evaluated when needed.

– Conflict with side-effects.

– Solution: Monads (computation abstraction)

• Type Classes:

– Ad hoc polymorphism (aka, overloading)

– ML: Hard-wire certain operations (+, *)

– Haskell: User programmable.



New languages

• Swift (Apple)

– type inference, modules, higher-order

functions, pattern matching, memory

management

• Go (Google)

– advanced concurrency, modules (aka

packages) higher-order functions, garbage

collection

• Rust (Mozilla)

– advanced type system, modules, higher-order

functions, support for systems programming



Additional Courses

• Compilers

• Software engineering

• Special Topics:

– Programming language design

– Static analysis

– Virtual machines



Congratulations!

• You have learned an amazing amount.

• You have really impressed me.

• I’m confident you will be able to use your newly

developed skills in many contexts.

– When that happens, tell us about it!

**Thank you!**


